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About This Game

Experience an Epic Journey to fulfill The American Dream,

Starting life in a poor African Country you are tasked with navigating through life's obstacles in order to reach The United
States of America !

You will have to overcome the real life challenge's along the way, including the dangers of Living in a 3rd World Country and
the difficulties of fulfilling the US Embassy requirements before you can reach The United States of America. Your True

Journey will then be just Starting....

If You Make it to the Land of infinite Opportunities, Your future will be totally in your hands. Navigate through a realistic and
demanding Job Market, forge your own path to financial success!!! Gain appropriate Work Experience, Improve your

Qualifications and make smart Investment decisions. Enjoy the luxuries in life while carefully balancing your budget. Choose
Your Home based on what you can afford, buy food, appliances, clothes, car's ... But remember the US Immigration Service is

Always Watching !

Experience the thrill of retiring with a Fat Pension Fund by getting rewarded with real world equivalent Retirement Scenarios.
Spend your Time wisely and earn in game achievements based on your Pension Size and Time spent working.

Can You Achieve what every Immigrant or Refugee Dreams, by making it to The United States of America ?
Can You Achieve what everyone Dreams, by making The Big Bucks ?

Can You Achieve the American Dream ?
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Features :

 Hundreds of Random events that make every playthrough different.

 Intuitive Money, Reputation, Education, Health, Happiness, Security and Experience system implemented.

 Your Choices will directly affect future events.

 One Hundred different Carrier Paths with equivalent Job Opportunities.

 Accurate real world economic data, including accurate wages, costs, expenses and qualification requirements.

 Accurate monitoring of daily calorie intake which has a direct influence on Players Journey, including health and
happiness indicators.

 Real Life Pension Fund Size equivalent Scenarios present an addictive incentive to achieving End-Game goals.

 Addictive Time-Management and decision making system challenges You to choose from Multiple Paths to Success,
Wealth and Early Retirement.

 Unique and original retro art-style
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Title: The Life's Lane
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Life's Lane Studio
Publisher:
Life's Lane Studio
Release Date: 16 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP1+

Processor: Pentium 4, Athlon 64

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card with DX10

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 700 MB available space

English
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Don't buy it the Africa part of the game is so dull and boring, maybe it is meant to express the futility of trying to get ahead in
life with no money or education, but is a grind with no other purpose you earn money get reputation which is fine but you are
constantly sick or getting robbed so has taken 1\/2 an hr of sitting and clicking work only to watch every time you make money
it disappearing.... while this might reflect real life it is in no way enjoyable in a game. There is no access to banks or any sort of
'life' experience all you do is work and get robbed & sick then repeat.. Where to being with this review. If you want the short
answer I personally think it\u2019s worth it when I look at the utility of enjoyment I had with versus the price. I have bought a
mini of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 sandwiches and drinks for seven dollars I definitely didn\u2019t get much
more enjoyment out of this game.

Now this is the second game I\u2019ve seen of recent date inspired by the classic if not Little know game now of Jones on the
fast lane. The first game I saw the done this was this Grand Life even with its flaws was a wonderful put together game.

Know Life Lane where do I start the graphics of this game came out the 90s it would probably be more acceptable and most
likely I hope that\u2019s the vibe they\u2019re going for it actually feels like I\u2019m playing a flash game from early 2000s
both graphics and mechanics. Which people can either find incredibly charming or absolutely hate it I personally found the
graphics charming in this archaic fashion. The one thing weird about the first map though is if it\u2019s simulating Africa or
the darker skin Africans are on top of the lighter skins ones on the bottom it\u2019s kind of a weird.

Now talk about the narrative in the actual gameplay itself. First game start you off at a nameless African country that is a
combination of every stereotype you think of both north Africa and anything in the south of the Massive content. Living
expectations are poor pay is even worse corruption is flourishing and death is easy and extremists are all about. Your objective
in this map is to gain enough capital legal or otherwise through all the legal tape work or otherwise to get to the USA.

Even with it\u2019s questionable graphics and representation I thought it was gonna be satire a little bit of it is though. But
it\u2019s definitely a bit of a critique of America role In poor nations as well. And during this map the vital resource outside of
your capital is your reputation with America and your reputation as a practicing Muslim. That\u2019s vital to gain most of the
work majority of the word comes from you having a good reputation as a Muslim but to get the best jobs you need to be good
with playing bolus for both sides. Which leads to interesting scenarios.

Wonderful things this game does and this is where I see a lot of the love coming in here for it work. Is there a generic advance
advance based on your job and your position at work which are huge and you see that both in the African in the US map. Which
can really make your fortune or kill you. That attention to detail depending on what is your career path and your reputation is
how that world actually interact with you. It\u2019s very little thing but I like it there and it\u2019s a lot of sweat and tears in
them aspect that makes the game so much more enjoyable. For example if you have a job at the US Embassy it be attacked.
Which will joy experience if your fruit seller. One of the interesting things on the African map is there\u2019s no skills
it\u2019s all based on reputation which translates into nepotism and connections for you to get into this positions. I personally
like that touch.

Now to US map my big complain is I wish my the education mechanic was more realistic as you see in this grand life but I do
love all the test taking systems you have throughout the entire game. Overall it was quite enjoyable and it\u2019s interesting
when you see your choices catch up with you. For example all that my character eat was fatty food throughout the entire game is
eventually caught up with him and he got diabetes very late into the game.

For example my character did Menial jobs when they got to the states they passed the real estate exam got lucky with some
sales. And was able to use that to fund their education and threw some lucky events of conference is an online courses up the
corporate ladder of the financial institution. Going back to how your job is affect would eventually get the higher you go up I
was opened up two massive investment opportunities that if you have patients would pay off in dividends. Which allowed them
to eventually retire comfortably to Hawaii. Versus their life back home where they had to carry around an arsenal of weapons
not to get robbed over $20. I think this game is served it\u2019s purpose I would love to see a third act in game enjoying the
retirement.
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. Introducing Migrant Simulator 2018\u2122 - The Quest for the Magic Soil.
The amount of clicking to constantly buy food is rediculous. Using a autoclicking script becomes a necessity for sanity. Very
repetitive and shallow gameplay. Whether you succeed or fail is largely up to random chance.. for $7 the game isn't worth it.
Very repetitive. I do not think their are multiple scenarios like most of the time. I was so hopeful for this game.. Not what I was
expecting when I read the description of the game. I lost interest after only a few minutes due being comepletely at a lost at what
to do and just - being bored.. This game is not finished and does not work properly. Boring and repetative.
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